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Details of Visit:

Author: Jobbo
Location 2: St. James
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 12 Mar 2012 3pm
Duration of Visit: 30 minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Soft Touch Bodyworks
Website: http://www.soft-touch.co.uk
Phone: 01604752390

The Premises:

Nice clean place, smell of fresh paint around so think it has recently been decorated. Parked
directly outside.

The Lady:

Gorgeous girl, quite tall with an amazing body

The Story:

I found myself with some time to kill before a meeting in Northampton so I thought I would call in on
the off chance.

Initially, I was disappointed when I was told that all of the other girls were work working and that
only Sophie was available. When asked if I would like to see Sophie, I politely accepted fully
expecting her to be a bit of a munta that nobody else wanted to choose.

How wrong I was !

Sophie came round the corner and introduced herself and WOW WOW WOW !

She has a really pretty face, stunning body with a cracking smile and seemed very happy and
smiling.

That'll fucking do me, I thought to myself and booked for the half hour all-in option which I was told
included Sex, Oral and Reverse-Oral

Sophie then showed me to the room at the end of the corridor which was a large room with double
bed. She showed me to the shower and asked if I wanted a drink, which I accepted.

She left me to take a shower whilst she got me a drink, to be honest, I had already got a little over
excited at the thought of Sophie so this gave me a minute to releive that excitement.
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Sophie returned a few moments later a cold orange juice for me then asked me to lay on the bed for
the massage. Then spophie took off the white tunic she was wearing to expose her fucking
incredible body.

She progressed with the massage which was great to have her hands all over me then doing all of
the right things to get me going and it wasn't long before I was standing to attention.

Not being able to resist, I had to sample the delights of Sophie's lady bits so went down on her
which she seemd to respond to very well letting out groans which weren't over the top porn acting
like I have experienced with some other girls.

Sophie then covered me up with a condom and proceeded with a fucking amazing blow job. Again,
unfortunately this got me a little over excited so I stopped her short to be able to enter her in
missionary for what was unfortunately a short while before I exploded.

Being above this gorgeous lady looking at her very pretty face whilst I pumped away inside her was
fucking incredible.

A little chat afterwards where Sophie let me know that she was available every Monday, then I was
back into the shower and then I left with a kiss and I was on my way.

I couldn't stop thinking about my time Sophie all day and there have been a lot of moments since.

All in all, a fantastic half hour with a fantastic ,stunning girl. An event I will most definitely be
repeating as soon as possible.
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